
General Psychology Vocabulary Matching Exercise Chapter 1 

 participant's agreement to take part in a study after being told what to expect  

 informing participants that they are free to decline to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time 

 misleading a participant as to the hypothesis of the study to create a realistic situation with genuine reactions 

 explaining the purpose of the study, anticipated results, and deceptions used when the study is over 

 keeping all information obtained from a participant during a study private 

 

a carefully controlled scientific procedure to determine whether variables manipulated by the experimenter have a causal 

effect on other variables 

 research that answers non-causal question; may include descriptive or correlative research 

 observing and systematically recording behavior in a participant's natural state or habitat 

 variable that is manipulated during an experiment to explore its effect  

 variable that is measured during an experiment 

 tendency of experimenters to influence the results in the expected direction 

 assuming behaviors typical in our culture are typical in all cultures 

 occurs when research participants are not representative of the larger population 

 occurs when experimental conditions influence the participant’s behavior or mental processes 

 

a systematic relationship between two variables where either both increase and decrease together or one increases as the 

other decreases 

 the process of objectively evaluating, comparing, analyzing and synthesizing information 

 scientific study of behavior and mental processes 

 perspective presumes that psychological problems are caused by conflicts in the unconscious 

 perspective emphasizes objective, observable behavior and views behavior as a response to a stimulus 

 perspective stresses free will, self-actualization, and the positive and growth-seeking nature of human nature 

 perspective with interests in the areas of thought, perception, and information processing 

 perspective explores the role of biological factors such as genetics, biological states, and brain processes in behavior 

 perspective focuses on the role of natural selection, adaptation, and evolution of behavior and mental processes 

 perspective emphasizes social influences and cultural determinants of behavior and mental processes 

 perspective studies age-related changes in behavior and mental processes from conception to death 

 perspective studies abnormal or maladaptive behavior due to disordered thoughts or biological factors 

 a precise description of how the variables in a study will be observed and measured 

 a group of research participants selected to represent a larger group (the population) 

 specific prediction about how one variable is related to another 

 using chance methods to assign participants to experimental or control conditions 

 
a.  naturalistic observation b.  voluntary participation c.  Behavioral Perspective d.  deception 

e.  Psychoanalytic Perspective f.  dependent variable g.  hypothesis h.  ethnocentrism 

i.  Humanistic Perspective j.  experimenter bias k.  participant bias l.  correlation 

m.  Developmental Perspective n.  Clinical Perspective o.  critical thinking p.  debriefing 

q.  nonexperimental research r.  independent variable s.  informed consent t.  confidentiality 

u.  Evolutionary Perspective v.  random assignment w.  Cognitive Perspective x.  sample 

y.  Neuro/Bio Perspective z.  sample bias aa.  experimental research bb.  Psychology 

cc.  Sociocultural Perspective dd.  operational definition   

 



General Psychology Vocabulary Matching Exercise Chapter 1 

 
S participant's agreement to take part in a study after being told what to expect  

B informing participants that they are free to decline to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time 

D misleading a participant as to the hypothesis of the study to create a realistic situation with genuine reactions 

P explaining the purpose of the study, anticipated results, and deceptions used when the study is over 

T keeping all information obtained from a participant during a study private 

AA 

a carefully controlled scientific procedure to determine whether variables manipulated by the experimenter have a causal 

effect on other variables 

Q research that answers non-causal question; may include descriptive or correlative research 

A observing and systematically recording behavior in a participant's natural state or habitat 

R variable that is manipulated during an experiment to explore its effect  

F variable that is measured during an experiment 

J tendency of experimenters to influence the results in the expected direction 

H assuming behaviors typical in our culture are typical in all cultures 

Z occurs when research participants are not representative of the larger population 

K occurs when experimental conditions influence the participant’s behavior or mental processes 

L 

a systematic relationship between two variables where either both increase and decrease together or one increases as the 

other decreases 

O the process of objectively evaluating, comparing, analyzing and synthesizing information 

BB scientific study of behavior and mental processes 

E perspective presumes that psychological problems are caused by conflicts in the unconscious 

C perspective emphasizes objective, observable behavior and views behavior as a response to a stimulus 

I perspective stresses free will, self-actualization, and the positive and growth-seeking nature of human nature 

W perspective with interests in the areas of thought, perception, and information processing 

Y perspective explores the role of biological factors such as genetics, biological states, and brain processes in behavior 

U perspective focuses on the role of natural selection, adaptation, and evolution of behavior and mental processes 

CC perspective emphasizes social influences and cultural determinants of behavior and mental processes 

M perspective studies age-related changes in behavior and mental processes from conception to death 

N perspective studies abnormal or maladaptive behavior due to disordered thoughts or biological factors 

DD a precise description of how the variables in a study will be observed and measured 

X a group of research participants selected to represent a larger group (the population) 

G specific prediction about how one variable is related to another 

V using chance methods to assign participants to experimental or control conditions 

 

ee.  naturalistic observation ff.  voluntary participation gg.  Behavioral Perspective hh.  deception 

ii.  Psychoanalytic Perspective jj.  dependent variable kk.  hypothesis ll.  ethnocentrism 

mm.  Humanistic Perspective nn.  experimenter bias oo.  participant bias pp.  correlation 

qq.  Developmental Perspective rr.  Clinical Perspective ss.  critical thinking tt.  debriefing 

uu.  nonexperimental research vv.  independent variable ww.  informed consent xx.  confidentiality 

yy.  Evolutionary Perspective zz.  random assignment aaa.  Cognitive Perspective bbb.  sample 

ccc.  Neuro/Bio Perspective ddd.  sample bias eee.  experimental research fff.  Psychology 

ggg.  Sociocultural Perspective hhh.  operational definition   

 


